Abstract. Due to the inherently limited resolution of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanners, quantitative measurements taken from PET images suffer from the partial volume averaging of activity across regions of interest. A correction for this effect in PET activity distributions is therefore essential to distinguish differences due to changes in tracer concentration from those due to changes in the volumes of the active brain tissue. Various consequent image post-processing techniques have been developed to address this problem (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). These operate using associated high resolution anatomical images such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), but as well as being highly susceptible to errors in the requisite registration and segmentation procedures, the methods are reliant on unrealistic simplifying assumptions regarding activity distributions in the brain. This work instead couples the correction of PET data to the reconstruction process itself, presenting a two-step scheme using associated MRI data to achieve this. The first step estimates the prior activity distributions from a segmented and intensity transformed MRI image. This is then used in the second step to constrain the Bayesian PET reconstruction with varying degrees of stringency. The prior, or initial correction process, is applied in the form of an energy term, adapted in accordance to an entropy measure taken on the MRI segmentation; i.e., where there is anatomical variation, we assume there also to be activity variation.
Introduction
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a non-invasive functional imaging technique, unique in its ability to image pathological condition. A radioactive tracer is introduced into the blood stream of the patient to be imaged. Its distribution is then indicative of metabolic activity or blood flow. The isotope itself decays quite quickly, emitting positrons which, within a very short distance, collide with electrons. The annihilation that takes place causes two gamma emissions to occur in almost exactly opposite directions. These emissions are recorded in the various detector crystals that surround the patient, and the projected counts are stored in sinograms. The aim of PET reconstruction is to estimate the spatial distribution of the isotope concentration on the basis of the sinogram data.
Because of the inherently limited resolution of PET scanners and the subsequent poor ability to resolve detail in reconstructed images, quantitative measurements taken from PET images suffer from the partial volume averaging of activity across regions of interest. A correction for this partial volume effect (PVE) in PET activity distributions is therefore essential to distinguish differences due to changes in tracer concentration from those due to changes in the volumes of the active brain tissue. Otherwise, as the relative percentage of cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) varies -particularly as a result of aging or disease -any given change in the apparent tracer concentration may instead reflect a change in morphology, and without the benefits of an associated anatomical image, we are at loss in deciphering this.
Various image post-reconstruction techniques have been developed to address such issues (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). Operating in accordance to constraints derived from associated high resolution anatomical images, these attempt to restore or redistribute the PET data of the reconstructed images. But, as well as being highly susceptible to errors in the requisite registration and segmentation procedures, such localisation methods are dependent on unrealistic simplifying assumptions made on the activity distributions in the brain.
Alternative methods begin with the sinogram data, and must therefore address the problem of tomographic image reconstruction. This task that is inherently ill-posed, and as such it is best tackled using statistical methods. Yet artifacts remain, products mainly of the ill-conditioned nature of the system of linear equations to be solved. Methods of regularisation, typically found in the form of either a penalising term [7] , or of Bayesian priors [8, 9] , have been used to confront this. When high resolution anatomical information is available, however, stricter, more meaningful constraints can be imposed on the reconstruction solution. That is, the aforementioned image-space correction methods would now be better formulated as part of the reconstruction step. This has been clearly demonstrated in the literature with the incorporation of an accurate projection model [10] , and also with the more accurate model of the activity source [11] [12] [13] .
A new approach is demonstrated in this paper, where the contribution is to firstly derive a more appropriate prior model of the activity distributions, and to secondly present an algorithm capable of its exploitation. The prior model is designed to avoid over-simplifying assumptions regarding the activity distributions, and a Bayesian reconstruction procedure is implemented to accommodate it.
Problem Definition
The digitisation of an image grid within the PET scanner's field of view, allows us to assume the following:
-is a 2-D image of Â pixels, where denotes the expected number of annihilation events occurring at the th pixel. It is the PET activity distribution to be reconstructed.
-Ý denotes the Á-D measurement vector, where Ý denotes the coincidences counted by the th of the Á detector pairs. This is the sinogram data recorded by the scanner.
is the probability that an emission originating at the th pixel is detected in the th detector pair, where È ½ . This forms the stochastic model of the acquisition process, more commonly referred to as the system matrix. For the purposes of the algorithm developed in this paper, this model must include the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the scanning device; it should describe, stochastically, how the underlying tracer distribution came to be observed as the PET signal.
-Ý denotes the mean, or expected number of coincidences detected by the th detector pair, such that Ý
That is, we express our PET reconstruction problem on the basis of the following matrix form,
where ¾ Ê Á¢Â is the above defined system matrix that contains the weight factors between each of the image pixels and each of the projections recorded in the sinogram. Given we are dealing with radioactive decay, the detections are modelled using a Poisson distribution. This distribution is defined about its means as:
The Expectation-Maximization Algorithm for PET Reconstruction Following the seminal papers of [14, 15] , the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate is derived using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [16] . In this case, the complete data set, denoted , is defined to be the number of emissions occurring in pixel and recorded in the th detector pair. 
From the above one is able to derive the following iterative scheme [15] :
where denotes the iterate number.
The Ill-Conditioned Nature of the ML Estimates Unfortunately, as the ML estimates become more refined, they also become excessively noisy. That is, the wrong form of variance is increased and a pseudo over-fitting occurs to progressively worsen the final image. The point at which this deterioration begins, the start of over-convergence, depends upon a number of factors and is all but intractable. Part solutions for this problem may be found by implementing new stopping rules [17, 18] , post filtering [19] , or by using some form of regularisation to impose appropriate constraints on the reconstruction solution (see, for example, [7, 20] ). Alternatively, the solution may be constrained to distribution models [8] , which has proved popular among the image reconstruction community [9, 11, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Applicable though these random field models are, PET reconstruction can benefit further from priors derived from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data. This additional information typically provides boundaries within which the random field models may be applied [12, 13, [25] [26] [27] . The resulting increase in accuracy is restricted only according to the crudity of the assumptions necessary to realise the implementation.
The Bayesian Approach
The parameters to be estimated amount in many senses to a hypothesis of the data. In this sense, a likelihood function only tells us how well our hypothesis explains the observed data. Bayes's theorem tells us instead the probability that the hypothesis is true given the data [28] . The hypothesis, or prior, to be derived is a first estimation of the activity distribution of the subject, and the Bayesian paradigm allows us to maintain our faith in this estimate, letting only the observed data persuade us otherwise.
Gindi [26] , and Leahy [27] achieve this with Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimates of simulated PET data incorporating line sites (originally proposed by [8] ) from associated MRI, which are appended to the set of parameters to be estimated in each maximisation step of the procedure. The obvious extension to this approach is to weight these sites such that they find agreement to edges present the PET data [29] . Instead of line sites, Bowsher et al. [30] build a segmentation model into their reconstruction process whose repeated re-estimation is able to gauge the progress of the reconstruction. Lipinski et al. [12] use MRI priors to delineate different Markov and Gaussian energy fields acting to regularise the solution. Sastry and Carson [13] adopt a similar approach, this time coupling both the Markov and Gaussian fields in an effort to reconcile two desirable properties of the reconstruction solution. These, in the words of Leahy [31] , being that: images are locally smooth; except where they are not! The models, and the assumptions behind the two aforementioned random field priors used in [12, 13] are the following: -Global Homogeneity: within each tissue compartment, the activity concentrations are Gaussian distributed with a unique mean. This is expressed using a Gaussian Random Field. -Local Homogeneity: within a homogeneous activity distribution, neighbouring pixels tend to have similar values. This they model with a Markov Random Field (MRF) defined over a first order neighbourhood [32] .
[13] apply these to tissue-type activities individually, where the tissue-type Ò is derived from associated MRI data. The first of the above priors does not enforce any local neighbourhood properties on the reconstruction, but instead assumes that an activity level corresponding to a tissue of a known class will not be significantly different from that of the mean activity level for that class. This is termed the Gaussian prior.
In the case of the second prior, the piecewise smoothness assumption common to many Bayesian methods is used, and the PET image is thought to contain activities that vary little across neighbouring pixels. [13] , however, are original in applying this prior in concert with the first (thus forming the so-called Smoothness-Gaussian prior), in an attempt to constrain local variation alongside the restriction that activity levels should remain within sensible, global bounds.
Developing New Priors Based on a High Resolution PET Image
The development of a good prior can be all important to the success of the Bayesian scheme. As such, a possible weakness of the above approach is the use of mean activity estimates, which, in meeting the necessary regularisation requirements, are likely to encourage homogeneous distributions. The estimation of these means is derived from knowledge of the tissue type, where, for each compartment, CSF, WM, GM, and other, this is given by the following activity ratios: 0:0.005:1:4, respectively (see, [6, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] for similar such estimations). Under the assumption that the activity in each tissue-type is uniform, the mean activities, denoted Ò for tissue-type Ò, are derivable from a leastsquares solution to the tomographic system from a pseudo-inverse of the system matrix:
The following proposes a new approach to defining initial activity estimates, whose emphasis is to allow inhomogeneous distributions to occur in each of the tissue classes. It is a model-based approach whose solution is an image-space PET correction. The development of a reconstruction algorithm designed to iteratively update the solution is left as the subject of the next section.
Some Assumptions on the Activity Distribution
If at all avoidable, presumed homogeneous distributions should not be a part of any attempt to model (and thus, correct) the PET signal. From [38] , for example, we learn that it is normally GM which shows the greatest amount of variance; CSF is likely to show some, although this is negligible; and WM should show some aspects of variability in cases of diseases, such as multiple sclerosis. Additionally, this work cites lesions, focal activations and field heterogeneities as typical factors that would violate the homogeneity assumption. Justification is also to be found in the discussion of Ma [34] , where the opinion that sharp activity changes occurring at structural boundaries is refuted (i.e., those occurring under the homogeneity assumption are unlikely), and that it is more probable that the distributions can be characterised by some gradient in tracer level occurring within and possibly across structures.
For practical purposes, the increased knowledge won from simple homogeneity assumptions is applied in different forms by [3, 5, 6, 33, 37] for PET correction and redistribution, and [34] for PET simulation (a process applied to [36, 39, 40] ). Improving the assumptions, however, requires a better knowledge of the emission source, where it is difficult to avoid generalisations. The method developed in the following, however, heeds the advise of [38] and attempts to do just that.
Intensity Normalisation -A High Resolution PET Prior
We derive in the following a model for activity distributions based on an agreement with the original ideas of Friston et al. [38] . In fitting the underlying flow-distribution of the PET image, one is able to derive a correction for the observable PET data constrained in accordance to the MRI delineations of true regions and knowledge regarding the scanner response. The solution is a corrected "PET" image at the resolution of the MRI data, although in the context of its later usage, we will refer to this distribution as a high resolution prior.
Supposing that the MRI and PET images are in co-registration 1 , we say that the original PET image ( Ó , reconstructed without the use of any model) can be described by an intensity transformation of the associated segmented MRI image (Ñ × ) and a convolution that relates the differences in resolution. That is,
where £ denotes convolution, is the convolution kernel that reflects the resolution mismatch in the PET and MRI data, and is the intensity transformation that we wish to derive. The MRI data are segmented into regions of GM, WM, and CSF, from which activity levels are assigned according to estimated ratios [6, 13, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] (the implicit fourth compartment is background, for which zero activity is the expected level). The expansion of equation 5 in [38] is in the form of a the Taylor Series about a single GM segmentation function, and operates therefore under the premise that the PET signal in WM and CSF regions is sufficiently negligible to be absent from the model. The coefficients of the expansion are themselves expanded in terms of basis functions such that they are non-stationary and smoothly varying about a given local [38] . In the following, only this latter aspect of the model is retained, as the segmentation is made explicit using a fuzzy algorithm [43] to derive probability maps of affinities to GM, WM and CSF; denoted below as Ñ , Ñ Û and Ñ , respectively. The model is now defined to contain three intensity transformation functions, , Û and , operating on the GM, WM and CSF segmentations:
where again each intensity transformation function is made up of basis functions and non-stationary coefficients (equation 7), and , Û and are normalised ratio contributions. The basis functions, ¬ , applied to each intensity transformation for
where Ù denote the [unknown] coefficients of the expansion.
Deriving the High Resolution PET Prior Once a solution for each of the vectors Ù is found, we are able to derive a high resolution PET prior ( Ô ) by simply removing the convolution term:
This yields a PET image at the resolution of the MRI data, valid in accordance to the original assumptions made of the model. That is, it emulates a "restored" PET image, where the restoration is predominantly a deconvolution, constrained by the delineation of the GM, WM and CSF distributions in the MRI data.
The Resulting Intensity Transformation
Results from the use of this transformation are shown in figure 1 . As the figure shows, with only a small number of basis functions the transformation is quite convincing in its ability to map the MRI data to the PET data. For purposes of validation, figure 2 shows the transformation applied to a Monte Carlo based simulation of the acquisition process, where in this instance some notion of ground-truth is available, yet noise and other distorting effects are realistic.
In the context of the image-space correction techniques that use MRI data to compensate for the PVE in PET, the result itself constitutes a solution to the problem of PET redistribution. It is of high resolution, and of low noise. Uncertainties in the segmentations, however, are propagated to uncertainties in the solution. This effect is evident in figure 1 where regions of the resulting prior seem smeared; the algorithm is only able to average a fit. As such, the solution cannot guarantee uniqueness, and the validity of the correction method must therefore be gauged on some localised basis. Further justification for this requirement is apparent in regions where the MRI data is homogeneous and the PVE does not occur. In this instance, the prior should have no influence on the reconstruction solution.
Such heuristics can, to a good extent, be used to drive the reconstruction process, and this PET correction result may yet be iteratively improved upon. This requires a formulation of the problem within the Bayesian framework, which is the basis of the remainder of this work.
Applying the High Resolution PET data as a Prior
The Adopted Form of the Prior To build the above derived prior distribution into a reconstruction algorithm, the approach given here follows the general methods of [11] [12] [13] . The prior is wrapped in an energy function, designed to be minimal when the estimate for the reconstruction, , matches that of the activity estimates derived from the intensity transformation prior, denoted Ô . This gives us a prior probability model, applied in the following form, È´ µ ½ ÜÔ´ Í´ µµ (9) where is a normalisation term (the partition function), and Í´ µ is the energy function chosen to impose localised constraints on the reconstructed activities. The a posteriori probability for tissue-type activities given the sinogram data, for which a maximum is sought, is È´ Ýµ » Ô´Ý µÈ´ µ, where, Ô´Ý µ is our likelihood function, and È´ µ is the prior probability model. The applied prior is thus defined as È´ µ » ÜÔ´ Í´ µµ, with the energy function to be minimised given as:
This takes the form of a Gaussian distribution, where in this implementation the estimation of tissue activities, Ô , are those of the estimated prior distribution of equation 8.
This involves the individual estimation of each pixel intensity, with an additional notion of local smoothness implicitly included as a result of restrictions on local variation set by basis functions in equation 7. The consequence is that the constraints combine in manner akin to [13] 's aforementioned smoothness-global prior. In estimating activity at each pixel (through the Ô ), however, it is the granularity of the basis functions that determines how well the assumption on piecewise smoothness is avoided. The control the Gaussian's standard deviations, which in turn reflects the stringency of the reconstruction's coupling to the prior. This can be altered on a localised basis, allowing the algorithm to show great versatility. As ¼, the reconstruction tends toward the prior (or the image-space correction method), and as ½, it tends toward the EM solution. The estimation of these hyperparameters take on physical interpretations from [13] in that they relate to the allowable variation in activity levels. Here, an additional interpretation can be afforded, as these values are estimated in accordance to the likely influence of the PVE; i.e., related to the degree of correction required. This, in turn, may be estimated from the MRI data, as discussed below.
Deriving the Iterative Algorithm
The likelihood function of the means of the complete data set, Ä´ µ, was given in equation 3. Relating the complete data set to the activity distribution, È Á ½ ¼ , and defining the conditional expectation value for the on the basis of a standard probability result, yields the expectation step of the EM reconstruction algorithm. This, denoted AE , is given as:
where denotes the iteration number, and the expectation. From equation 3, the log likelihood expressed in terms of AE is,
In the Bayesian approach, instead of maximising the likelihood function, it is necessary to maximise the a posteriori probability. This must include our energy function from the form of equation 9, yielding, Ö Ñ Ü Ð´ µ Í´ µ (13) From [11, 13] , we optimise by setting the derivative of Ð´ µ Í´ µ (with respect to ) to zero:
Taking only the positive root to the solution of this quadratic equation, yields the following iterative reconstruction scheme due to [11, 13] :
where AE is defined according to equation 11.
Selecting the Gaussian Function's Standard Deviations ( )
The purpose of the algorithm in section 4 was to derive a prior estimation of activity levels for each PET pixel at the resolution of the MRI image. As such, the energy term of equation 10 should also be chosen for each pixel individually, and the standard deviation of each Gaussian field thus reflects this.
Use of an Entropy Measure
Regions likely to suffer the PVE are those where the variation in structure is the greatest; outside of such regions there is no need to redistribute the data. As such, must be steered according to a local measure taken on the MRI data. This is achieved using an entropy measure about small windowed regions. For example, in areas of high entropy, where we the data exhibits less structural variation, the corresponding terms should become wider.
The application of such an entropy measure requires that its actual value and range be made explicit. It is then used to prompt variation in the terms, which are otherwise set in accordance to the paper of [13] :
where Ã defines the full-width half-maximum of the Gaussian, interpreted as being Ã± of some scaling constant . In the results given in the remainder of this section, the entropy image, , is simply scaled to within ¦¼ · ½ (¼ where the prior shows greatest structure, and ½ corresponds to completely homogeneous regions), and is set to the average intensity value in our prior image ( Ô ). Admittedly, these are relatively arbitrary choices, but ones that succeeded in consistently reducing the least-squares error in tests where the ground-truth data is known.
Results
Experiments have been performed on both artificial, Monte Carlo, and actual PET-MRI studies. In the first instance, the manufacturing of test data involved the blurring of a phantom image, the addition of Poisson noise, and finally its forward-projection to produce the sinogram data 2 . Insight into the algorithms workings was then gleened, serving primarily to put the variation according to the entropy measure to within sensible bounds. Fig. 3 . In the above, the top 5 images show the intensity transformation scheme, as discussed in section 4. The first image is the high resolution PET image ( Ô ), which in this case is derived from a PET reconstruction (the image second from the left -Ó ) based on the Ordered-Subsets EM (OSEM) algorithm [45] . This is a fast EM reconstruction method operating at speeds that are now clinically acceptable. The central image is the model of the OSEM distribution, and the remaining images show the WM and GM segmentations, respectively. The bottom row displays the following: the true, underlying PET distribution (simulated to exhibit the resolution of the MRI data, note); and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th iterations of the Bayesian reconstruction for Ã ¿¼. Only four iterations are shown, as convergence is seen to occur rapidly. The reconstruction "snaps" very quickly onto a solution, which is characteristic behaviour for methods involving such constrained priors. One must, therefore, be careful that the solution is the appropriate one.
The results of the simulated experiments shown in figure 3 show how the reconstruction solution is able to very quickly take the form of the true distribution. From this it might be thought that the algorithm is simply converging toward the prior. Evidence against this is that the least-squares error between the true distribution and the reconstruction solution improves upon that between the true distribution and the prior after only a few iterations. That is, iterative adjustments to the prior-based solution are necessary.
Although the results of figure 4 from real MRI and PET studies have no associated ground-truth, visually they are able to demonstrate two important features: structure is retained, delineating known tissue regions; and the general intensity values are, on a regional basis, the same as those of the Ordered Subset EM (OSEM) reconstructed image. The top row shows images reconstructed with the Bayesian scheme presented in this paper. In this case, the entropy measure is applied, and Ã ¿ (equation 16 ).
The next row shows increased iterations (from the same starting estimate) of the OSEM algorithm. As 8 subsets were used, each iteration is approximately equal to 8 iterations of the EM algorithm [45] . Being a statistical technique, the OSEM algorithm uses the same system matrix as the Bayesian scheme, and should therefore also account for resolution loss due to the scanner's PSF. The next row shows the Bayesian scheme without the use of the entropy measure. The resulting reconstructions are able to very quickly demonstrate better contrast and structure in the images, especially so in regions where the PVE is likely to be of greatest influence (in regions of low entropy).
Bayesian Scheme with Entropy
Bayesian Scheme no Entropy OSEM iterations that for the experiment using simulated data.
Discussion
In Respect of the Prior It was never envisaged that the intensity transformed MRI segmented image could be capable of replacing the reconstructed PET data. It is an artificially constructed model, and hence the distribution's use as a prior. The transform simply assigns PET values to structural objects, and the result can only constitute "a functional categorisation of anatomical structures" of the sort implied by the segmentation [38] . In a way, it does emulate a fully "restored" PET image, yet the restoration is only as good as the validity of the assumptions concerning the activity distributions. We feel, however, justified in using this method to estimate a prior distribution, as the assumptions are indeed valid, with homogeneity notable only because of its absence.
Choice of the Basis Functions
As figure 1 shows, the more basis functions that can be applied, the better the fit that can be attained. However, by imposing a finite upper limit to their size, we introduce the notion of a neighbourhood to the reconstruction process. As such, it is necessary to use basis functions to capture PET activity at its finest possible localisation of activity (see [46] ), but not beyond. Any finer than necessary would simply mean modelling the noise. What granularity captures constituent components of the activations can be approximately estimated from [47] , for example. Or indeed, the approach adopted in the Statistical Parameteric Mapping methods of the Functional Imaging Laboratory in London [48] . Here, considerable smoothing is done prior to any significance testing in activation studies, and the short conclusion is that the use of 8 basis functions for 64-by-64 pixel images, 16 for 128-by-128 images, and so on, would seem about right.
Regarding the Reconstruction Algorithm
The algorithm presented operates with a number of free parameters whose better selection is required to achieve improvements in performance. The appropriate selection of the in equation 16 is most critical. It basically steers the algorithm toward a normal iterative reconstruction solution at one extreme, or to an effective PET correction method at the other. For the selection of this and other such hyperparameters, there are basically two options [31] : the data-driven empirical approach; or an estimation theoretic approach.
Unfortunately, alterations to this term and the subsequent algorithmic flexibility resulting from the local variation of the of the Gaussian fields may not be appreciated by the Bayesian purists. Nonetheless, it is important in emission tomography to constrain the solution only as and when it is correct to do so. Even if a contribution cannot be afforded globally, local improvements can have a positive effect. Among Llacer's results from studies of such distributions in Bayesian reconstructions [49] , was the indication that prior information applied in some areas of an imaging field has a tendency to improve the results of a reconstruction elsewhere. This may at first seem a surprising and perhaps rather dubious result, but when one considers how highly correlated an emission image is, and how its piecing together is a problem of global optimisation with constraints such as positivity and energy conservation, then increasing the certainty of the solution in one area is indeed likely to aid the solution in another.
Conclusions and Future Work
The least-squares fit of the intensity transformation gives, depending on the individual's agreement with the initial assumptions, a sensible estimate of the tracer distribution at the resolution of the MRI data. The result is a high resolution, low noise prior, whose application within the framework of a Bayesian reconstruction scheme allows for an appropriately corrected, well regularised, reconstructed PET image.
Issues of registration and segmentation errors, however, highlight the well known shortcomings in all such cross-modality reconstruction methods. This work's adoption of a fuzzy segmentation method coupled to a summation of basis functions in order to estimate the underlying activity distribution does, to a large extent, exhibit some robustness with respect to the latter of these two issues. This was seen in figure 1 , but the ensuing necessary averaging of the intensity assignments does, of course, limit the effectiveness of the approach. With respect to errors in the registration of the different image sets, then the algorithm, like its counterparts, reveals its frailty. Errors need be only very slight to render the associated MRI data as all but useless.
With the fundamental aim of this work being to improve the resolution of the PET data, addressing, for example, the PVE, the approach that has been taken seeks to bridge the PET redistribution methods applied as post-processing techniques, and the modelbased reconstruction methods applied at the sinogram level. Coupled in a complimentary manner, this paper has sought to demonstrate how effective this can be.
